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Abstract: Bike sharing programs are eco-friendly transportation systems that are widespread in smart
city environments. In this paper, we study the problem of privacy-preserving bike sharing microdata
publishing. Bike sharing systems collect visiting information along with user identity and make it
public by removing the user identity. Even after excluding user identification, the published bike
sharing dataset will not be protected against privacy disclosure risks. An adversary may arrange
published datasets based on bike’s visiting information to breach a user’s privacy. In this paper,
we propose a grouping based anonymization method to protect published bike sharing dataset from
linking attacks. The proposed Grouping method ensures that the published bike sharing microdata
will be protected from disclosure risks. Experimental results show that our approach can protect user
privacy in the released datasets from disclosure risks and can keep more data utility compared with
existing methods.
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1. Introduction

Modern and urban lifestyles have directed physical activity out of everyday life, and this has
resulted in the rise of warnings about people’s health caused by inactive lifestyles [1]. An increment
of physical activity, such as walking and cycling, is considered a preventative health measures.
More importantly, walking and cycling represent one of the most active forms of daily life activities [2].
Urban computing implies an emerging interdisciplinary field that helps to integrate and analyze
complex data produced by a variety of sources in urban environments. In cities, bike sharing systems
establish the transportation systems that are becoming more and more popular [3,4]. Analysis of
bike sharing data can significantly help to plan and improve policies of cities, and advancing the
lives of their citizens [5]. Many bike sharing companies have started to publish their user data to the
public without taking any precaution that published datasets might breach user’s privacy. In addition,
publishing of bike sharing data leads to disclosing the individual’s privacy with their in-depth behavior
and movement pattern, which is unacceptable.

The pervasive adoption of GPS-enabled smartphones and various location-based devices in
combination with social media have led to an explosion of spatiotemporal datasets, i.e., mobile
health-care records, and bike sharing transaction records [6]. Cities all over the world are collecting
these data and making them open to the public [7]. For example, the U.S. government’s open data
site [8] implements executive orders on making government data available, and it also affirms that
numerous countries, cities, and counties have launched open data sites to make data available.
Collecting and analyzing of pervasive computing data lead to numerous challenges including
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communication security, information security, and privacy violation, especially in health-care and
personal data management [9,10]. To implement the pervasive based system, the service provider
should introduce a robust framework and reliable encrypted communication system for protecting
user privacy and security [11,12].

The data publisher has the microdata table in the form of T(Identifier, Quasi-identifier, Sensitive
attributes) [13]. In the microdata Table T, some attributes comprise the Identifier that can identify a
person, such as the social security number (SSN) or name. Some attributes determine Quasi-identifier
(QI) such as Birth Year, Gender, Start Station and End Station, and when these Quasi-identifier attributes
aggregate together it can identify a person. Some attributes express Sensitive attributes, which are
unknown to the adversary and known as sensitive such as Start and End Station with Start and End
Time. For data publishing, the identifier has been removed from the microdata table.

In the last decade, numerous incidents of data privacy breaches occurred because of personal
data sharing resulting in financial and reputation disasters for organizations [14,15]. Table 1 exhibits
an example of bike sharing transaction microdata, which remains open to the public [16]. User ID
and name are never released during bike sharing data publishing. A user’s sensitive information
might still be leaked due to the presence of location and timing information [17]. Therefore, the
requirement of anonymization implies breaking the relations among attribute values, so that a person
will be indistinguishable in the released bike sharing transaction microdata table. Table 2 illustrates
the k-anonymized [13] version of bike sharing transaction microdata Table 1.

Table 1. Bike-sharing transaction table.

Birth Year Gender Start Station End Station Start Time End Time

1970 M E 47 St & Park Ave W 49 St & 8 Ave 4/1/2016 6:53 4/1/2016 6:59
1970 M W 49 St & 8 Ave E 47 St & Park Ave 4/1/2016 16:12 4/1/2016 16:19
1986 F E 17 St & Broadway E 27 St & 1 Ave 4/5/2016 13:48 4/5/2016 13:56
1986 F E 27 St & 1 Ave E 17 St & Broadway 4/6/2016 0:16 4/6/2016 0:25
1970 M E 47 St & Park Ave W 49 St & 8 Ave 4/7/2016 18:49 4/7/2016 18:55
1988 M Broadway & E 22 St E 20 St & 2 Ave 4/7/2016 6:06 4/7/2016 6:11
1970 M W 49 St & 8 Ave E 47 St & Park Ave 4/7/2016 17:56 4/7/2016 18:02
1981 M 8 Ave & W 52 St W 63 St & Broadway 4/7/2016 6:47 4/7/2016 6:52
1986 F E 27 St & 1 Ave E 17 St & Broadway 4/20/2016 0:06 4/20/2016 0:15
1988 M E 20 St & 2 Ave Broadway & E 22 St 4/20/2016 8:41 4/20/2016 8:45
1983 M Carlton Ave & Flushing Ave Front St & Gold St 4/20/2016 11:16 4/20/2016 11:20
1983 F W 21 St & 6 Ave E 20 St & 2 Ave 4/21/2016 7:53 4/21/2016 8:00

In this paper, we present a new approach called Grouping which preserves user privacy against a
linking attack [13,18]. In the anonymization, the Grouping method groups the dataset both vertically
and horizontally. In the vertical grouping, location information and timing information have been
grouped into the separate columns. In the horizontal grouping, the user travel records have been
grouped in the buckets based on the trip duration. In a bucket, the attribute values randomly permute
to break the correlation in between different columns. Hence, each QI value will be linked with l
distinct sensitive values and will reduce the confidence that the adversary will have when breaching
personal privacy [19,20]. Our proposed approach only generalizes the gender attribute column to
ensure the user privacy. Therefore, it has less information loss and provides better data utility of the
published datasets. A series of experiments on real-world dataset were conducted to support the
effectiveness of the Grouping method.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background and related
works. Section 3 describes the details of the Grouping method. Section 4 discusses the experimental
analysis. Section 5 gives the conclusion.
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Table 2. Anonymization table of bike sharing transaction table (k-anonymity).

Birth Year Gender Start Station End Station Start Time End Time

(1970–1988) Person [E 47 St & Park Ave, Broadway & E 22 St, W 49 St & 8 Ave] [W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 20 St & 2 Ave, E 47 St & Park Ave] 4/1/2016 6:53 4/1/2016 6:59
(1970–1988) Person [E 47 St & Park Ave, Broadway & E 22 St, W 49 St & 8 Ave] [W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 20 St & 2 Ave, E 47 St & Park Ave] 4/7/2016 6:49 4/7/2016 6:55
(1970–1988) Person [E 47 St & Park Ave, Broadway & E 22 St, W 49 St & 8 Ave] [W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 20 St & 2 Ave, E 47 St & Park Ave] 4/7/2016 18:06 4/7/2016 18:11
(1970–1988) Person [E 47 St & Park Ave, Broadway & E 22 St, W 49 St & 8 Ave] [W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 20 St & 2 Ave, E 47 St & Park Ave] 4/7/2016 17:56 4/7/2016 18:02

(1970–1986) Person [E 20 St & 2 Ave, Carlton Ave & Flushing Ave, W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 17 St & Broadway] [Broadway & E 22 St, Front St & Gold St, E 47 St & Park Ave, E 27 St & 1 Ave] 4/20/2016 8:41 4/20/2016 8:45
(1970–1986) Person [E 20 St & 2 Ave, Carlton Ave & Flushing Ave, W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 17 St & Broadway] [Broadway & E 22 St, Front St & Gold St, E 47 St & Park Ave, E 27 St & 1 Ave] 4/20/2016 11:16 4/20/2016 11:20
(1970–1986) Person [E 20 St & 2 Ave, Carlton Ave & Flushing Ave, W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 17 St & Broadway] [Broadway & E 22 St, Front St & Gold St, E 47 St & Park Ave, E 27 St & 1 Ave] 4/1/2016 16:12 4/1/2016 16:19
(1970–1986) Person [E 20 St & 2 Ave, Carlton Ave & Flushing Ave, W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 17 St & Broadway] [Broadway & E 22 St, Front St & Gold St, E 47 St & Park Ave, E 27 St & 1 Ave] 4/5/2016 13:48 4/5/2016 13:56

(1970–1986) Person [E 27 St & 1 Ave, 8 Ave & W 52 St, W 21 St & 6 Ave] [E 17 St & Broadway, W 63 St & Broadway, E 20 St & 2 Ave] 4/6/2016 0:16 4/6/2016 0:25
(1970–1986) Person [E 27 St & 1 Ave,8 Ave & W 52 St, W 21 St & 6 Ave] [E 17 St & Broadway,W 63 St & Broadway, E 20 St & 2 Ave] 4/7/2016 6:47 4/7/2016 6:52
(1970–1986) Person [E 27 St & 1 Ave, 8 Ave & W 52 St, W 21 St & 6 Ave] [E 17 St & Broadway, W 63 St & Broadway, E 20 St & 2 Ave] 4/20/2016 0:06 4/20/2016 0:15
(1970–1986) Person [E 27 St & 1 Ave,8 Ave & W 52 St, W 21 St & 6 Ave] [E 17 St & Broadway, W 63 St & Broadway, E 20 St & 2 Ave] 4/21/2016 7:53 4/21/2016 8:00
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2. Background and Related Works

In this section, we describe the privacy-preserving context, privacy-preserving data publishing
methodology, and existing anonymization techniques. In addition, we discuss background knowledge
with the privacy threats in bike sharing data publishing.

2.1. Privacy-Preserving Context

For preserving user privacy, we have to define a meaningful privacy context for the
privacy-preserving data publishing. To determine specific privacy context, recently published
research [21–24] identified the necessary privacy terms for the cyberspace, and these are the
sender, recipient, attacker, identifiability, anonymity, pseudonymity, unlinkability, undetectability,
unobservability, identity confidentiality and identity management. Pfitzmann and Hansen [22–24]
describe a privacy setting that defines the relationship between essential privacy terms.

In the privacy context, a sender sends his data to a recipient where an attacker cannot gain
any information about that data. This privacy setting could be followed in the privacy-preserving
data publishing circumstance. In the privacy-preserving data publishing setting, a data publisher
releases the data to the public, and it is open to everyone. An attacker also receives that published
data, and he might use some background knowledge to identify a person by linking with some
publicly available data sources [13]. Hence, the demand for anonymity is necessarily present in the
privacy-preserving data publishing context [21]. Anonymity is the anonymous properties of a dataset
in which an attacker cannot identify the record owner within a set of other records, which is called the
anonymity set [24]. By applying some anonymizations operation on the published dataset, we can
create the anonymity set which will protect the dataset from creating such link to identify a person.
Consequently, the anonymous dataset will be protected from linking attacks and it will ensure the
identity confidentiality in the published dataset.

2.2. Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing

To publish a dataset, there are trusted and untrusted model of data publishing [25]. In the
untrusted publishing model, a data publisher might attempt to identify a user record and
corresponding sensitive information from the dataset. Several anonymous communications and
cryptographic solutions were proposed for collecting user data anonymously [26]. In the trusted
privacy model, a data publisher remains trustworthy, and the record owners are reliable to provide
their personal information for further processing. For example, a patient is ready to give her medical
records to a hospital to obtain the needed medical service. Privacy-preserving data publishing is a
trusted model of data publishing.

The data publishing states that an organization is the data owner and the public is the data miner
who wants to do significant research on the published dataset. An organization wants to publish its
own microdata table T to the public. Microdata table T could be released directly to the public if it
contains no sensitive information. Usually, a microdata table T contains sensitive information and
the data owner cannot give T to the public in the raw format. When a dataset has been published
to the other parties for data mining, privacy-preserving techniques are mandatory to reduce the
possibilities of identifying the sensitive information about a person [27]. In privacy-preserving
data publishing, one conjecture is that the data receiver could be an adversary. For example,
a data mining research center is a responsible entity, but every staff in that organization will not
be accountable as well. This hypothesis makes the privacy-preserving data publishing problems
and solutions to be very distinct from the encryption and cryptographic methods, in which only
authorized and reliable receivers are allowed for the private key toward accessing the cipher text [27,28].
For privacy-preserving data publishing, the published microdata tables stand open to everyone.
A significant challenge in privacy-preserving data publishing is to protect the privacy of a user without
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disclosing their sensitive information. In addition, we have to ensure the data utility with the data
privacy, namely the published dataset can be used for data mining and knowledge discovery.

To preserve sensitive information, an anonymization techniques need to be applied to a published
microdata table. The anonymization approach tries to protect the identity and the sensitive information
of a user, assuming that sensitive data must be preserved for data analysis. At the time of data
publishing, unique identifiers of a user must be removed from the datasets. Even after all unique
identifiers being removed, Sweeney [13] showed a real-life privacy threat to a former governor of
the state of Massachusetts. In Sweeney’s example, a user’s name in a public voter list was linked
to his record in a released medical dataset through the combination of zip code, date of birth, and
sex. Each of these attributes does not uniquely identify a record owner. However, the aggregation of
these attributes, which is QI, usually find a unique or a small number of record holders. According to
Sweeney [13], 87% of the residents of the USA could be uniquely identified by using QI attributes.

In the above example, the user is identified by linking his QI attributes. To perform such
linking attacks [13,18], the adversary needs two pieces of prior knowledge: (1) published dataset of
a record holder and (2) the QI of the user. To limit linking attacks on the published dataset, we can
provide an anonymization version of microdata table T*(Quasi-identifier, Sensitive attributes) by applying
anonymization operation such as randomization [19], generalization [29] and perturbation [30]. In the
modified microdata table T*, QI is an anonymous version of the original QI of the primary dataset.
Anonymization processes preserve some particular information so that numerous records become
indistinguishable with respect to QI values. If a person remains linked to a record through QI, and
the same person is connected to all other records that have the same QI values, then the association
will be ambiguous. The anonymization process produces an anonymous version of T such that it
satisfies a given privacy model like k-anonymity [13] or l-diversity [31], and preserves as much data
utility as possible.

2.3. Anonymization Techniques

For data anonymization, there are several privacy models, such as the partition-based
model [13,31], the randomization-based model [19], and the differential privacy based model [32].
Among them, partition-based and randomization-based techniques are popular for privacy-preserving
data publishing. In addition, recently differential privacy has received significant consideration for
privacy-preserving data publishing. In the partitioning and randomization methods, the data values of
QI (e.g., birth year, gender, start and end location) are generalized to construct a QI group. Therefore,
an individual cannot be identified with their sensitive values in the group. Conversely, differential
privacy answers the statistical queries based on the user request.

In partition and randomization based anonymization techniques, there are some popular
anonymization methods which have been proposed for privacy preserving in one-time data publishing.
Among them, k-anonymity [13] and l-diversity [31] methods are more popular. k-anonymity [13] is the
first proposed privacy model for data publishing. It requires that all records in a published dataset
cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 other records. k-anonymity does not consider sensitive
attributes so that attackers may learn the relationship between sensitive data and individuals through
a background knowledge attack. Background knowledge attack was proposed in [31]. Background
knowledge attack means that an adversary could use background knowledge to discover sensitive
information, such as general understanding or professional knowledge about the published dataset.

To address the drawbacks of the k-anonymity methodology, the l-diversity privacy model was
proposed [31]. A QI group is l-diverse if the probability that any tuple in this group remains associated
with a sensitive value is at most 1/l. Both k-anonymity and l-diversity use the generalization technique
to anonymize the microdata. For the generalization, the data table loses an enormous amount of
information, particularly for higher dimensional data [19]. Generalization breaks the correlation
between attributes and it assumes that any possible combinations of attribute values are equally
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possible, i.e., Person (Figure 1) expresses the generalized value for the attribute values Female and
Male.

Figure 1. A taxonomy for the Gender attribute.

Generalization implies an anonymization technique to coarsen the values by mapping a value
to an interval or a particular concept to a more general one [29]. It has been widely used for data
anonymization. An advantage of generalization holds its faithfulness that a generalized value remains
coarse but semantically consistent to its original value. For example, when age 24 is generalized to
(20–30), we know that the age assumes a value in between 20 to 30 and it cannot assume a value of
32. Due to the faithfulness, when an adversary sees a set of records containing the values of a user
ID, the adversary knows that the user’s record remains in the set. Such information facilitates the
disclosure risks. Therefore, generalization alone cannot prevent a dataset from a privacy attack [14].

The bike sharing companies published their datasets in every month, and each released dataset
may contain multiple riding information of a single user. We consider that a registered user frequently
rides a bike and, for every ride, the dataset will have her riding information. The bike sharing dataset
contains the start and end locations of a riding path with the start and end time. A user future
movement patterns can be predicted from the past locations [33]. In addition, some research works
show that our actions are easily predictable by nature [34,35]. When a dataset contains user information
more than one time then, by arranging the QI values, an adversary may know the user’s identity with
the visiting locations, which may lead to a privacy breach [33].

Privacy protection for a single dataset has been extensively studied where we have considered
the information of a user remains only one time. When the information of an individual remains
multiple times in multiple datasets or even on the same dataset, an adversary may reveal the privacy
of the individual [36–39]. Recently, published hybrid [14], and sequential [38] methods have been
proposed for privacy-preserving sequential data publishing. These methods used generalization [29]
and perturbation [30] to anonymize the QI values and Sensitive values. Therefore, it reduces the
published data utility. In this paper, we propose a Grouping anonymization method based on partition
and randomization approach to anonymize the published bike sharing transaction microdata table.

In differential privacy, ε-differential [32] provides a strong privacy guarantee for statistical query
answering. A survey on differential privacy can be found in [40]. Most of the differential privacy
methods support interactive settings to satisfy the ε-differential privacy requirements. Mohammed [41]
proposed the first non-interactive setting based algorithm for differentially private data release that
protects information for classification analysis. In differential privacy, datasets play a vital role to check
the effectiveness of the anonymization techniques. Li [42] proposed DPSynthesizer, an open-source
toolkit for differentially private data synthesis. DPSynthesizer performs a set of state-of-the-art
techniques for building differentially private histograms from which synthetic data can be created,
and it is eligible for low-dimensional data.

Recently, the cloud platform has become preferred for data management. Cloud computing
facilitates end-users to outsource their dataset to a third-party service provider for data management.
In the cloud platform, the security and privacy become a major concern for outsourcing data. One of
the significant security interests of the outsourcing paradigm is how to protect sensitive information in
the outsourced dataset. Dong [43–45] proposed data-cleaning-as-a-service (DCaS) paradigm focusing
on functional dependency (FD) constraints against data security attack by encrypting a small amount
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of non-sensitive data. In addition, they designed an FD preserving encryption algorithm that can
provide a provable security guarantee against the frequency analysis attack.

2.4. Background Knowledge and Privacy Threats

The adversary’s background knowledge is described as the experience that he already learned and
discovered formally from the prior rules of published datasets, or informally from the life experiences.
For example, some sensitive attribute values such as ovarian cancer and breast cancer are associated
with females only. The adversary’s background knowledge assists with learning relevant sensitive
information and finding sensitive records to breach individual privacy in published datasets.

An adversary may know an individual who rides a public bicycle to a bus stop from his home.
Consequently, the adversary knows the person’s start and end station, approximates start and end time,
and the gender value. This information might be used as the QI values to search in the published bike
sharing dataset to find all of the user’s probable visiting places that would breach the user’s privacy.

For bike sharing data publishing, published datasets work as a background knowledge because
of its identity nature. An adversary may arrange released bike sharing datasets based on start and end
station and could find a person who frequently rides a bike, and the adversary is not sure about the
actual identity of the person. Therefore, an adversary might use video surveillance systems [46–49] to
know the particular bike user.

2.5. Problems in Bike Sharing Data Publishing

Bike sharing data publishing presents a new challenge for privacy and utility for the published
microdata table. Bike sharing data publishing is distinct from the traditional multiple time data
publications, such as multiple view data publication [50,51] and series data publication [38,39,52],
since, in a bike sharing dataset, a single user’s records exist multiple times in the dataset. An
adversary may use only a single release to conduct the privacy attacks and carry on with every
other version of the microdata table. In addition, traditional multiple time data publishing [38,39,52]
uses Generalization [29] to anonymize the microdata table that decreases the data utility.

A bike sharing microdata table consists of user’s riding transaction records that are visited
locations with timing information, and these are called points of interests (POI). A POI can be any
place for a person such as home, workplace, sports center or political party’s office. In an attack against
user privacy, the attacker applies user-specific travel information to breach the user’s privacy [53]. The
objective of this attack is to identify a user’s house, workplace, and behavior. Analysis of bike sharing
application data could cause a serious privacy breach of any user that might reconstruct her social
networks, knowledge of her favorite visited places, her political and religious views.

In the bike sharing published microdata table, an adversary may reveal a user identity and
sensitive information by arranging user’s records. For example, a public bike sharing user rides a
bicycle to reach a bus stop to go to her workplace and come back home on weekdays. Therefore,
the bike sharing transaction database will have the user’s records for every time she rides a bicycle.
An adversary may know her bus stop and arrange her records based on the bus stop and can know
her Birth Year, Gender, Start Station and Start Time, which may lead to identifying the Stop Station
and Stop Time. By using Birth Year, Gender, Start Station and Stop Station, the adversary may further
search in the published microdata table and can arrange all of the user’s available records for that
particular route. The adversary could use these details of visiting information to initiate a physical or
financial harassment to the user [54].

We explain an example of how a bike sharing transaction dataset may breach a user’s privacy.
Table 1 presents the data segment from a bike sharing company [16]. By arranging the Birth Year,
Gender, Start Station and End Station, we may find the person who frequently uses the bike sharing
service. It is observed that a bike sharing transaction microdata table has multiple records of a single
user. From Table 1, it can be recognized that a male user born in 1970 often rides a bike from E 47 St
and Park Ave to W 49 St and 8 Ave during the morning session and W 49 St and 8 Ave to E 47 St and
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Park Ave during the afternoon session. By arranging a particular user’s bike riding information, an
adversary might visit those places in person to infer the actual user identity. At present, the adversary
has the identity of the person with his POI. The adversary might be a thief, and from the summary of
the above information, the adversary could steal from his house. Therefore, we can conclude that, for
bike sharing datasets, an adversary could breach the user privacy based on the published bike sharing
transaction microdata table.

3. Methodology

In this section, we present the bike sharing data publishing methodology and anonymization
algorithm, which will ensure user’s privacy in the published dataset.

3.1. Preliminaries and Problem Definitions

Typically, a bike sharing data publisher has a table T of records with d + 1 attributes,
A = {(A1, ..., Ad), S} and the attribute domains are {ID, D[A1], ..., D[Ad], D[S]}, where ID is the
unique identity of a user. ID is removed before every release of a dataset to the public. A tuple t ∈ T
can be expressed as t = (t[A1], t[A2], ..., t[Ad], t[S]).

A set of attributes t[Ai](1 ≤ i ≤ d) of a bike sharing transaction table T is called a QI if these
attributes together can uniquely identify at least one user. Let Table T be the bike sharing transaction
Table as shown in Table 1. A QI of T is {Birth Year, Gender, Start Station, End Station} might uniquely
identify a user.

Some attributes in the bike sharing dataset are regarded as Sensitive attributes because they reveal
the POI of a user. For example, Start and End Station with Start and End Time together can identify a
person’s visiting places and which we call a POI [53,55]. In bike sharing dataset, t[S] defines as sensitive
attributes. Let Table T be the bike sharing transaction Table as shown in Table 1. A sensitive attributes of
T is {Start Station, End Station, Start Time, End Time}might breach the user privacy by revealing POI.
The bike sharing dataset QI and sensitive attributes share some common attributes with each other, i.e.,
{Start Station, End Station}.

In order to publish bike sharing datasets, we have to satisfy a privacy requirement. A user U
rides any bike at different times ti; i ≥ 1 of a day D. Therefore, the table T has the multiple entries
of a user U and publishing of the table T may violate the privacy requirements. We assume that,
in a bike sharing transaction table where a user U exists more than once and as a subscriber of the
bike sharing system, her records would appear in every release. Published bike sharing datasets and
QI values should satisfy the privacy requirements, and, in this research, we adopt the l-diversity privacy
requirements [31]. A QI group is said to be l-diversity [31], if the probability that any tuple in this group
is associated with a sensitive value is at most 1/l. For the bike sharing data publishing, we know
that QI values and sensitive values are overlapped with each other. Hence, we define the l-diversity as
in Slicing [19], where the {Birth Year, Gender Start Station, End Station} will be associated with more
{Start Time, End Time}.

3.2. Grouping Methods

In this section, we develop solutions from the problem definitions and design anonymization
algorithms. The anonymization algorithm consists of the following steps: attribute grouping, tuple
grouping with random permutation, and column generalization.

In attributes grouping, the related attributes are grouped in a fashion such that each attribute
belongs to one subset, i.e., start location and end location form a subset. Each grouped subset forms
a column. Particularly in a bike sharing table T, there will be c columns C1, C2, ..., Cc satisfying⋃

i=1 Ci = A and for any 1 ≤ i1 6= i2 ≤ c, Ci1 ∩ Ci2 = ∅.
We group the related attributes by measuring the correlation between them. For the bike sharing

data publishing, we consider most of the attributes to be categorical. The correlation between attributes
are calculated by the mean square contingency coefficient [19,56]. Given two attributes A1 and A2
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with value domains {v11, v12, ..., v1d1} and {v21, v22, ..., v2d2}, respectively, and domain sizes d1 and d2,
the mean square contingency coefficient between attributes A1 and A2 is calculated as follows:

φ2(A1, A2) =
1

min{d1,d2}−1

d1

∑
i=1

d2

∑
j=1

(nij − ni.n.j)2

ni.n.j

where ni. and n.j are the fractions of occurrence of v1i and v2j in the data, respectively. nij is the
fraction of cooccurrence of v1i and v2j in the data. Therefore, ni. and n.j are the marginal totals of

nij : ni. = ∑d2
j=1 nij and n.j = ∑d1

i=1 nij. It can be shown that 0 ≤ φ2(A1, A2) ≤ 1.
After estimating the correlation between attributes, we use the widely-known k-medoid clustering

algorithm PAM (Partition Around Medoids) [57] to partition attributes into columns. In the algorithm,
each attribute constitutes a point in the cluster space. The difference between two attributes is
determined as d(A1, A2) = 1− φ2(A1, A2), which lies between 0 and 1. In the space, two correlated
attributes will have a smaller dissimilarity between the corresponding data points.

We group attributes so that highly correlated attributes are placed in the same column.
This approach is useful for privacy and data utility [19]. Regarding data utility, grouping highly
correlated attributes protects the relationships among those attributes. In terms of data privacy,
associating correlated attributes reduces the identification risks. Because relationships between
uncorrelated attribute values are less common and hence more identifiable, it is desirable to break the
associations between uncorrelated attributes to preserve privacy.

The tuple grouping consists of different subsets of Table T, such that each tuple relates to a specific
subset based on their trip duration. Every subset of tuples denotes a bucket B [19]. Let T be a bike
sharing table that contains b buckets Bi(1 ≤ i ≤ b). Every bucket B contains n tuples tj(1 ≤ j ≤ n).
The Mondrian [58] algorithm is used, and it follows a top–down approach without generalization
for separating tuples to create a bucket. For each bucket, the values in every Column are randomly
permuted to break the cross-column correlations. Hence, it will break the linkage between the QI
values and sensitive values and reduce the adversary’s confidence in linking with the POI.

In the bike sharing datasets, the Gender column holds an essential factor to breach personal
privacy. Therefore, we use generalization methodology [29] to generalize the Gender column to
preserve user privacy in the published bike sharing dataset.

3.3. Algorithms

In this section, we present our algorithm from protecting published datasets from disclosure
risks. Two algorithms are introduced to perform the anonymization process. Algorithms 1 and 2
can successfully finish the anonymization process for protecting user privacy in published datasets.
The primary objective is to ensure the user privacy by satisfying the l-diversity [19] privacy requirements,
and increases the data utility as well.

Algorithm 1 Anonymization
Input: Bike Sharing Data set T
Output: Anonymized Data set T*

1: For a given dataset T generates an anonymized table T*, which will satisfy the privacy concept
with the privacy requirement R of l-diversity;

2: B = ∅;
3: for each tuples in T do
4: group tuples into i buckets {B1, ..., Bi} as in Mondrian [58].
5: permute attribute values in each bucket Bi
6: Privacy Check (Bi, R)
7: T*= T*∪Bi;

return T*.
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Algorithm 2 Privacy Check(B, R)
Input: Bucket B
Output: TRUE, if the bucket satisfies privacy requirement R

1: for each tuple in bucket B do
2: Check the l-diversity of every tuple to satisfy privacy requirement R as in [19];

return TRUE.

3.3.1. Anonymization Algorithm

Our anonymization algorithm performs the anonymization process in the following ways. Initially,
B contains no bucket. In each iteration (lines 3 to 7), the anonymization algorithm groups the table
into buckets according to the Mondrian [58] criteria. In line 5, we permute the attribute values in each
column to break the correlation between cross columns. In line 6, privacy is checked by the Privacy
Check algorithm and appends the bucket with T*. Finally, the anonymized table T* is published.

3.3.2. Privacy Check Algorithm

Our privacy check algorithm checks the privacy requirements R in each bucket. In line 2, we have
checked the l-diversity privacy requirement as in slicing [19].

3.3.3. Time Complexity

The time complexity of anonymization algorithm depends on Mondrian [58], and, for l-diversity,
privacy checking depends on Slicing [19]. The Mondrian algorithm requires O(nlogn) because at each
level the whole dataset needs to scan O(n) times and the Mondrian algorithm requires n heights of the
tree is O(logn). To check l-diversity requirements, it takes O(n). Therefore, the total time complexity
is O(nlogn).

3.4. Discussion on the Anonymization Techniques

In this subsection, we illustrate how the proposed Grouping method can protect the user POI by
satisfying the l-diversity [19] privacy requirements. From the bike sharing transaction table (Table 1),
we see that a user with the Birth Year of 1970 has four records in total. Therefore, this user is selected
as a representative to find his POI, and we would like to verify whether our proposed method can
protect his privacy or not.

We consider that a bike sharing user with the Birth Year 1970 and an adversary wish to infer the
user’s locations and timing information (i.e., POI) from the published anonymized Table 3. In order to
determine the user’s POI, the adversary has to examine its matching bucket. By checking the Birth Year
column, it is found that the user exists in both buckets. From the nature of a bike sharing transaction
table, we know that a person’s record will appear multiple times in the published dataset. From the
published microdata table, the adversary finds that, in the first bucket, there are two records for the
Birth Year 1970. The adversary is not sure that the user is a male or a female because the Gender
column carries generalized values.

By examining the third column (Start station, End Station) first bucket, the adversary finds
that there are six records and among them two records (record number two and five) are similar.
The adversary might assume that these records represent the locations where the particular user visited.
The adversary needs to link the locations with the timing information to breach the user’s privacy.
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Table 3. Anonymization table of bike sharing transaction table (Grouping).

Birth Year Gender (Start Station, End Station) (Start Time, End Time)

1983 Person (E 20 St & 2 Ave, Broadway & E 22 St) (4/7/2016 6:49, 4/7/2016 6:55)
1988 Person (E 47 St & Park Ave, W 49 St & 8 Ave) (4/20/2016 8:41, 4/20/2016 8:45)
1970 Person (8 Ave & W 52 St, W 63 St & Broadway) (4/20/2016 11:16, 4/20/2016 11:20)
1988 Person (Carlton Ave & Flushing Ave, Front St & Gold St) (4/7/2016 18:06, 4/7/2016 18:11)
1981 Person (E 47 St & Park Ave, W 49 St & 8 Ave) (4/7/2016 6:47, 4/7/2016 6:52)
1970 Person (Broadway & E 22 St, E 20 St & 2 Ave) (4/1/2016 6:53, 4/1/2016 6:59)

1986 Person (E 17 St & Broadway, E 27 St & 1 Ave) (4/5/2016 13:48, 4/5/2016 13:56)
1970 Person (W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 47 St & Park Ave) (4/7/2016 17:56, 4/7/2016 18:02)
1983 Person (W 49 St & 8 Ave, E 47 St & Park Ave) (4/1/2016 16:12, 4/1/2016 16:19)
1986 Person (W 21 St & 6 Ave, E 20 St & 2 Ave) (4/21/2016 7:53, 4/21/2016 8:00)
1970 Person (E 27 St & 1 Ave, E 17 St & Broadway) (4/6/2016 0:16, 4/6/2016 0:25)
1986 Person (E 27 St & 1 Ave, E 17 St & Broadway) (4/20/2016 0:06, 4/20/2016 0:15)

In the first bucket of the fourth column (Start Time, End Time), the adversary finds that there are
a total of six different time stamps. In order to determine the POI, the adversary needs to associate
the location information with the timing information. However, the location information associated
with six different time stamps make the adversary uncertain about the user’s actual visiting time in
that place. Therefore, we can say that the proposed Grouping method might preserve user privacy by
breaking the linking amongst the columns.

By carefully observing the first bucket, we discover that the Birth Year 1970 is linked with two
persons (the Gender column is generalized, and, in generalization, we have to consider all possible
values), one visiting place, and six different time stamps. It makes a total of 12 possible combinations
or records, which satisfy the l-diversity privacy requirements as in Slicing [19].

4. Experimental Analysis

In this section, we conduct the experiments on the bike sharing dataset received from Citi Bike of
New York City (NY, USA) [16]. Citi Bike publishes their dataset on a monthly basis. For the analysis,
we use the published dataset from January 2016 to May 2016. It has a total of 4,215,675 records with
fifteen attribute values. We consider six essential attributes in the dataset to conduct the anonymization
simulation, and datasets are described in the Table 4.

Table 4. Data set description of bike sharing transaction table.

Attribute Type Number of Unique Values

1 Birth Year Continuous 87
2 Gender Categorical 2
3 Start Station Categorical 475
4 End Station Categorical 483
5 Start Time Date 2,331,112
6 End Time Date 2,330,582

The experiments are divided into two parts: the first part is designed to see the effectiveness
of the proposed Grouping method against the disclosure risks, and, in the second part, data utility
is measured on the published anonymized dataset. In the experimental analysis, we have fixed
10-anonymity for the Generalization method [13] and 10-diversity for our proposed Grouping method.

4.1. Disclosure

At the time of bike sharing transaction table publishing, the data publisher releases the dataset
in a raw format by removing identifiers. To calculate the disclosure risks in the bike sharing dataset,
we count all the records as the QI values. We group the vulnerable QI values based on their birth year,
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gender, start locations and end locations. Figure 2 shows the representation of datasets with unique
QI values and probable disclosure risks from January 2016 to May 2016. The primary objective of
the anonymization technique continues to break the correlation between these QI values to ensure
personal privacy.

Figure 2. Bike sharing dataset properties.

We further calculate the disclosure risks in the published anonymized dataset. To calculate the
disclosure risks, we compare the original dataset QI values with the anonymized dataset QI values.
If a record in the anonymized dataset matches the original dataset QI values, then we count it as
disclosed QI values. Disclosure risks are calculated by the following formula [59]:

Disclosure =
Matched records

Total records
× 100%.

Figure 3 shows disclosure risks for the k-anonymity [13] and the Grouping method. On the x-axis,
it shows datasets from January to May and on the y-axis represents the corresponding disclosure
risks. The experimental results show that the Grouping method has less disclosure risks than the
k-anonymity method:

Figure 3. Disclosure risks.

4.2. Data Utility Comparison

The data utility experiment extends into two parts. In the first part, the data utility is measured
based on the distortion ratio during the anonymization process for k-anonymity [13] and the proposed
Grouping method. In the second part, the data utility is computed using the relative error in the
aggregate query.
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4.2.1. Data Utility

For publishing the microdata table, privacy preservation is an important issue, and we have
to consider the data utility as well. Data loss metric shows how much data utility remains in the
published bike sharing dataset. There are many methods to calculate the data loss in the published
dataset. The distortion ratio describes a process to calculate the data loss in the published bike sharing
transaction table [27].

To calculate the distortion ratio, we have to consider that every attribute of the bike sharing dataset
associated with a generalized taxonomy [27]. Figures 1 and 4 present the taxonomy for attributes
Gender and Birth Year, respectively. If the value of a tuple does not generalize, the distortion of that
value is 0, and if it is generalized, the distortion is defined by the height of the taxonomy tree. For
instance, the Gender Male/Female is not generalized, and it resides in the leaf node, so the height
indicates 0, and thus the distortion equals to 0. If it is generalized one level up in the taxonomy tree,
the distortion equals 1/H. Here, H indicates the height of the taxonomy tree. Let dj,k be the distortion
of the value of attribute Aj of tuple tk. The distortion of the whole published table corresponds to the
sum of the distortions of all values in the generalized dataset. Thus, the distortion is denoted as:

n,m

∑
j=1,k=1

dj,k.

Figure 4. A taxonomy for attribute Birth Year.

The distortion ratio is DR = DP
DG

, where DR denotes the distortion ratio, DP means the distortion
of the datasets in the published table, and DG signifies the distortion of the fully generalized (i.e., all
values generalized to the root of the taxonomy trees) table. Data utility is calculated by subtracting
distortion ratio DR from 100% [27]:

Data utility = (100− DR)%.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results of the data utility based on information loss from the
published datasets. In the original dataset, the data utility is 100% because it has 0 distortions.
By contrast, our proposed method and k-anonymity [13] have 25% and 60% distortion, respectively.
Therefore, we can say that the Grouping method has more data utility than the generalization approach
for the k-anonymity method.
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Figure 5. Data utility on published table.

4.2.2. Aggregate Query Error

The effectiveness of aggregate query [60] is evaluated by estimating the data utility
in the published datasets. In the experiment, “COUNT” operator is computed where the
query predicate comprises the start and end locations with time in the following form:

SELECT COUNT(∗)FROM Table
WHERE vi1 ∈ Vi1AND . . . vidim ∈ Vidim AND s ∈ Vs

where vij(1 ≤ j ≤ dim) indicates the QI value for attribute Aij , Vij ⊆ Dij and Dij comprises the domain
for attribute Aij , s represents the sensitive attribute value and Vs ⊆ Ds and Ds implies the domain
for the sensitive attribute S. A query predicate can be characterized by predicate dimension dim and
query selectivity sel. Dimension dim indicating the number of QIs exist in the predicate and selectivity
sel indicating number of values in each Vij(1 ≤ j ≤ dim). Specifically, the size of Vij(1 ≤ j ≤ dim) is
randomly chosen from 0, 1, . . . , sel ∗ |Dij |. Each query executes on the original table and all anonymized
tables. Original count is given as orgcount and anonymized count is given as anzcount, where anzcount is
considered for all anonymization methods, respectively. The average relative error is computed over
all queries as [60]:

Relative error =
|anzcount − orgcount|

orgcount
× 100%.

In Figure 6, relative query error is plotted on the y-axis based on the QI selection. In the experiment,
we have selected birth year, gender, birth year and gender, birth year, gender, start and end location,
respectively, as QI attributes and calculated the relative query error on the anonymized dataset by
k-anonymity [13], and the proposed Grouping method. For the experiment, we have selected the
January 2016 dataset, and all possible combinations of the query were made and executed through the
anonymization table while we calculated the average relative query error. The relative query error
is calculated and presented in Figure 6, where the value on the y-axis denotes relative percentage
error and those on the x-axis stands for different QI selection. The experimental result shows that
proposed anonymization has small relative errors compared with the generalization approach for the
k-anonymity method.
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Figure 6. Aggregate query answering error.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed an anonymization technique for bike sharing datasets to minimize the
probability of a successful linking attack. Our proposed Grouping anonymization method can
successfully break the correlation between the QI values with the sensitive values in order to protect
users from disclosure risks. We experimentally showed that the Grouping method has smaller privacy
disclosure risks while it is published to the public. The Grouping method only generalizes the gender
attribute. Therefore, it provides better data utility for the published datasets. The experimental results
demonstrate that the Grouping method has higher data utility and smaller relative query error as
compared to the other methods.
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